
AVOID ABBREVIATIONS
Write the full names, organization titles, 
 terms, and notions. (For example,
"artificial intelligence," not "AI.")

REVERSE ESSAY OUTLINE
Read the draft from bottom to top and
craft a new outline accordingly. This
trick helps you notice if you missed
anything you wanted to mention.

HOW TO MAKE AN ESSAY LONGER:

 
ADD MORE EVIDENCE

Do better research and read more sources
to reveal extra arguments and supporting
evidence for your essay. 

ADD MORE EXAMPLES
Come up with several examples to support
every argument you use in the essay. Two
are better (and longer) than one.

USE DESCRIPTIVE LANGUAGE
Add adjectives, adverbs, and sensory details
to your essay. Consider literary techniques
like metaphors, contrast, tautology, etc.

TRY EXTRA WORDS 
Rephrase sentences so they contain more
words: Turn verbs into nouns, use more
descriptions, and avoid contractions. 

USE EXPERT QUOTES
Think of quotations from famous people to
add as supporting elements whenever
appropriate.
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WRITE TRANSITION WORDS
Frame arguments and connect sentences
with transition phrases. It's a natural way
to increase length and bring essay parts
together.
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TRY ESSAY EXTENDER
AI tools can help you revise sentences and
paragraphs, making them longer. Don't
copy them but use them as a draft for
further revision.
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REVISE INTRO AND 
CONCLUSION

After the draft is ready, re-check the intro
and conclusion to ensure they didn't miss
anything you mentioned in the body.
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SPELL OUT NUMBERS
When writing statistical data, spell out
digits, percentages, and any other marks
where appropriate.
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TRY ESSAY FORMATTING
TRICKS 

Expand spacing, use larger fonts, and try
bigger left and right margins if possible.
These tricks make essays look longer.
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